
HANDICAPPING SYSTEM CHANGES 2015 
 
 
This is important information for Golf Clubs and covers the recent changes to our handicap system. 
These include: 

 
1. Playing overseas on a USGA rated golf course and being able to enter your score on your 

return home. 
 

2. The ability for club handicappers/handicap committees to review a player’s current scoring 
record and modify their handicap index up or down. 
 

3. Identifying professional golfers that may be a member of your club. 
 

 
MODIFYING A PLAYERS HANDICAP 
 
This is a helpful change for club handicappers and/or handicap committees to adjust a player’s 
handicap index. There are occasions when a handicap index needs to be adjusted for which some 
examples are listed below: 
 

1. A member has suffered a disability and to be competitive they need to be on a higher 
handicap index 

2. A past member has re-joined the club and in uplifting the previous scoring record they can 
no longer play to their old handicap index. They should be adjusted so they can compete 
fairly 

3. A player is improving faster than the handicap formula is calculating. To keep competition 
equitable they should be reduced through this adjustment option 

4. A player fails to post acceptable scores for handicapping. As a result they should be 
penalised and their handicap index reduced 

5. A player has taken lessons and has cured their snap hook, or shanks, and therefore they are 
now of much better ability than their handicap indicates. They should be reduced 
accordingly. 

6. A player seems to always play well in tournaments, yet returns higher scores when playing 
casually. It is obvious that their competitive ability is better than the handicap calculation 
illustrates and therefore an adjustment is warranted.  

 
 
THE ABOVE LIST IS NOT ALL ENCOMPASSING BUT RELEVANT REASONS WHY AN ADJUSTMENT 
SHOULD OCCUR. 
 
PLEASE BE AWARE OF THE APPROPRIATE PROCESS IF A PLAYER IS BELIEVED TO BE MANIPULATING 
THEIR HANDICAP INDEX. BEFORE ANY ADJUSTMENT THERE IS A PROCEDURE TO FOLLOW WHICH IS 
COVERED IN SECTION 8-4 OF THE HANDICAP SYSTEM MANUAL. 
 
NOTE: 
When you modify a handicap you are freezing it on a new number for a length of time that you 
determine. During the freeze period, cards submitted will continue to form part of a player’s 
handicap record and the projected handicap will move accordingly. When the freeze expires the 
player’s handicap index will return to normal with the current projected handicap replacing the 
frozen handicap. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
To modify a handicap index follow the steps below: 
 

1. Search for the player 
 

 
 

2. Click on Official Handicap Adjustment and enter the dates that the adjustment will be 
effective for, the modified handicap index and the rationale behind the change. 
 

 
 

3. Save and the following will be the result 



 


